The diagram illustrates the logic and servo power supply interconnections for KEPCO supplies. The diagram is labeled as 'I/O', 'J3', 'J21', 'DB50', and 'POS-1'. It includes various input and output connections with color codes such as red, brown, yellow, green, blue, and black. The diagram also shows control chassis connections labeled 'J16', 'EL-1964', and 'HSP 48-21MR'.

The text notes that supplies are wired for redundant operation – if supply #1 fails, supply #2 will automatically take over (both voltages).

Additional revisions mentioned include:
- Added shunt tubes for redundant supply statuses.
- Changed supply names and descriptions to power supplies.
- Updated connection diagrams with more descriptive names.

The website link provided is: [http://oel.ucolick.org/](http://oel.ucolick.org/).